“El Baluarte” Residence

LOCATION
C/ Roi Xordo, s/n
15402 Ferrol
A Coruña
981 333 026
981 324 743
baluarte@et.mde.es

FACILITIES
Gardens, terrace, cafeteria, mess hall
Parking lot, laundry, gym

ROOMS
29 Twin rooms
17 Double rooms
10 Single rooms
Due to its location, this residence is perfect to be lodged when going sightseeing, an opportunity to know and enjoy the rich cultural, natural and gastronomy heritage of this city and its surroundings.

Baluarte Residence is situated in the city centre of Ferrol, 50 metres far from Plaza de España and about 200 metres far from the train and coach stations.

Close to the residence, we can find Magdalena neighbourhood, where some houses dating back to the 18th century are preserved, clear examples of the modernism in Galicia.

In Ferrol, as well as in its surroundings, there is a wide variety of natural and unique areas in the North of Galicia.

ACTIVE TOURISM
A route by Rías Altas, visiting the highest lighthouses and cliffs in Europe, discovering the wildest beaches in Galicia, “mariñeiro” villages, the Fragas de Eume, unique landscape and vegetation. It is the perfect area to enjoy the nature and landscape, open sea beaches, lagoons, woods and amazing cliffs.

In the city: a tour by Magdalena neighbourhood, visits to EXPONAV, Arsenal, San Felipe Castle.

An opportunity to visit the cities of Santiago and A Coruña, 1 hour far by car.

If we take a boat around the estuary going to “entrecastillos”, we will sail between the Castles of La Palma and San Felipe and we will enjoy the different fishing villages and the estuary of Ferrol.

We can take advantage of the visit and enjoy the gastronomy of the “gallego” sea in taverns and restaurants in the area.

http://www.turismo.gal/recurso/-/detalle/1867/oficina-de-turismo-de-ferrol?langId=es_ES